THE FUN STARTS HERE
Sometimes called “run bikes”, the Z10 is the perfect first step in learning how to ride. Parents can use the grab-handle on the back of the seat to help their child find their balance point, and best of all, won’t have to worry about their floors getting destroyed when they want to practice riding inside.
**Z-12**

Just a few inches taller than our Z10, the 12” model features a lo-profile frame (making it easy for a child to climb on and off of), a coaster brake rear wheel, and a full pad set. We also included a heavy-duty set of training wheels so it’s ready to ride, regardless of skill level, right out of the box.

- Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-profile frame
- 16-spoke 12” alloy rims
- Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
- Heavy duty training wheels and full pad set
- Rear coaster brake

**Z-16**

Designed for kids 6-7 years old, our Z16 comes with both a hand brake and a coaster brake so the rider can get the feel for one method of braking as they’re relying on the other. Like our 12”, it’s designed around a lo-profile frame and comes with training wheels and a pad set. And, like the rest of the Haro line, it’s durable enough to pass down to little brother when he’s ready for a bigger bike.

- Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-profile frame
- Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull v-brake with adjustable lever
- 28-spoke 16” alloy rims
- Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
- Heavy duty training wheels and full pad set
- Also available in a step thru model for girls

Heavy duty training wheels and full pad set included
This is quite possibly the perfect bike for your 7-8 year old who is still learning bike handling skills and safety techniques. A hand brake and a coaster brake give them two stopping choices, the padset provides additional protection, and the lo-profile frame design provides plenty of standover height.

- Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-profile frame
- 28-spoke 18” alloy wheels
- Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull v-brake with adjustable lever
- Padded Jr. seat and Jr. plastic pedals
- Also available in a step thru model for girls

This is the biggest coaster-brake bike we make. You’ll find a full sized set of 20” wheels mated to the same lo-profile frame design the rest of the Z series shares. It won’t be much longer before they’re ready for a bike with just hand brakes...

- Hi-tensile steel Z series lo-profile frame
- 1-1/8 thread less headset
- Sure stop coaster brake and linear pull v-brake with adjustable lever
- 36-spoke alloy wheels
- Also available in a step thru model for girls
The return of a classic! The ZX 20 is what we consider our entry level freestyle bike. With 990 style brakes (no coaster brake on this one) and a full-sized frame design, this sits at the head of the Z Series table.

- Hi-Ten frame with 20.3” TT
- Steel 1pc 175mm cranks w/ loose ball USA BB
- Plastic one piece seat w/ built in post
- Kenda Kontakt tires 20"x2.25" front/20"x1.95" rear
- Hi-Ten 7.5” bars w/ forged alloy stem
- Alloy 990 U-brake rear only
- Haro “Small Block” resin pedals 1/2”

The ZX 24

Too tall for a regular 20”? No worries; our ZX24 comes back to the line for 2012. Minus the 24” wheels, it’s virtually a carbon copy of its little brother, the ZX20. One for you, and one for your younger brother or son – both designed to be perfect fits.

- Hi-tent frame with 21” TT
- Steel 1pc 175mm cranks w/ loose ball USA BB
- Plastic one piece seat w/ built in post
- Kenda K-Rad tires 24"x1.95” front/rear
- Hi-ten 7” bars w/ forged alloy stem
- Alloy 990 U-brake (rear only)
- Haro “Small Block” resin pedals 1/2”
International Distributors:
- Antigua Courts Caribbean
- Argentina Rodas S.A.
- Aruba Radioshack Aruba/The Bike Shop
- Australia Pacific Brands
- Barbados Courts Caribbean
- Belgium Louis Verwimp
- Belize Courts Caribbean
- Benelux Louis Verwimp
- Bolivia Visal
- Brazil Plimax
- Bulgaria Nikos Maniatopoulos
- Byelorussia SlopeStyle
- Canada Norco
- Chile Bike Store
- Columbia Propartes Ltd
- Costa Rica SuperPro Bikes
- Croatia DSG
- Cyprus Nikos Maniatopoulos
- Czech Republic M&R s.r.o.
- Denmark Sportbike
- Dominica Courts Caribbean
- Ecuador Base Extreme
- France Velo 2000
- Germany Fastpace
- Greece Nikos Maniatopoulos
- Grenada Courts Caribbean
- Guyana Courts Caribbean
- Hungary Avex
- Indonesia Cappa Trading
- Israel Matzman Merutz
- Italy Velo 2000
- Jamaica Courts Caribbean
- Japan Motocross Int’l
- Kasakhstan SlopeStyle
- Kirghizia SlopeStyle
- Latvia AB Sports
- Lithuania Positus
- Luxembourg Louis Verwimp
- Malaysia Huan Schen SDN BHD
- Malta Nikos Maniatopoulos
- Mexico Xtreme Bike
- Netherlands Louis Verwimp
- New Caledonia Cycal Sarl
- New Zealand Phoenix Cycle
- Norway Norbike
- Panama Distribuidora Rali
- Peru Base Extreme
- Philippines Coment Cycle Center
- Poland Zasada
- Portugal Bicimotor
- Puerto Rico Ponce Bicycle
- Romania SC Rikey Impex S.R.L.
- Russia SlopeStyle
- Singapore Cappa Trading
- Slovakia M&R s.r.o.
- Slovenia Velo D.D.
- Spain Velo 2000
- St. Kitts Courts Caribbean
- St. Lucia Courts Caribbean
- St. Vincent Courts Caribbean
- Sweden Nordic Bike
- Taiwan Kenstone Metal
- Thailand Asia Int’l
- Ukraine Vertical Ltd.
- United Kingdom Moore Large
- Uruguay Rodas S.A.
- Venezuela Redemo
- West Indies Courts Caribbean

www.harobikes.com/bmx